bad can this be?” When I got there, the tractor was up against two trees, it had two blown tires, and the mowing deck was jack-knifed. To top it off, this grizzly scene played out on the side of the steepest hill on the course.

After surveying the damage, Jim and I headed back to the shop to get the proper tools and equipment to free the pretzel. It took about an hour to free everything and get the tractor to a safe place where we could repair the tires. I determined that it was a good time for lunch. So what if it was only 10:30 in the morning?

After lunch, my assistant Scott and I went back to repair the fairway unit that was still sitting on the cart path in a puddle of oil. With the blown hose replaced, I was sure the rest of the day would go smoothly. Boy, was I mistaken.

“Dale, do you copy?” came a voice over my radio.

“Go ahead,” I answered, a little gun-shy.

“Well, we have a situation here. The rough tractor is in the lake, and it’s stuck.”

I called back and laughed, “Yeah right.” I thought someone was playing a sick joke on me, the kind of thing the guys like to do when I’m stressed. I put the radio down and resumed work on the mower. A few minutes later, a desperate call (“Are you coming?) came over the radio followed by a request for the four-wheel drive and some chains. At that moment, I knew it wasn’t a joke.

I went back to the shop to get a chain. That’s when I got a telephone call from Andy, my other assistant. He wanted to report that a bee had stung an employee, and now the poor guy was having an allergic reaction. I instructed Andy to get him directly to the clinic.

Soon, I arrived at Mystic Lake to find the tractor stuck in the mud on the lake’s edge. My other rough operator, Dick, assisted as I hooked the chains around the axle and pulled her clear. The rescue went smoothly. Something was finally going my way.

I returned to the shop as the crew began to return, one by one, parking the equipment for the evening. After everyone had punched out, Andy pulled into the lot with the young bee-sting victim. This had been one of the longest days of my life, and I was glad to see it come to an end.

So, when you’re having a bad day, think of me and remember — while I try to forget — that foggy morning in mid-July known as “Black Monday.”

Morrison’s first assistants, Scott Murkve (left) and Andy Putzer (center), made it through Black Monday with him.

Veteran superintendent Morrison has had better days than Black Monday, but hopefully he won’t have one worse. He can be reached at trapperssupt@yahoo.com.
The year's last fertilizer application is also the most vital and lays the foundation for how turf performs the following year.

BY LARRY AYLWARD, EDITOR

"We don't do anything spectacular," says Terry Bonar, certified superintendent of Canterbury GC in Cleveland, when asked about his course's late-year fertilization strategy.

That said, Bonar realizes that late-year fertilization is vital to the overall health of the golf course. "You want to push it a little more in the fall because that's when the roots grow better," he says.

The importance of late-year fertilization is not lost on Bob Brame, the USGA Green Section's director of the North-Central Region, and USGA agronomist Matt Nelson, who covers the Northwest Region. Brame and Nelson say late-year fertilization is probably the most important application of the year.

Brame says the application lays the foundation of how turf performs the following year. "Superintendents need to watch it closely and tweak it based on soil tests to make sure they're feeding the plants correctly."

Nelson notes that plants still breathe slowly over the winter, and late-year fertilization provides early spring green up without excessive top growth. "Inexpensive formulations of nitrogen and potassium usually provide good results," he adds.

USGA agronomist James Skorulski, who covers the Northeast Region, notes that late-year nitrogen fertilization may eliminate the need for early-spring fertilization, especially on fairways. "It's one less thing a [superintendent] has to do in an already busy spring," he adds.

Bonar's strategy calls for applying a pound of ammonium sulfate on fairways and tees in late November. "We wait until top growth stops, but the turf is still green and photosynthesis is still taking place," Bonar says. "[The application] pays dividends."

Brame suggests superintendents use up to one-half pound of 100-percent readily available fertilizer on greens, tees and fairways for turf to achieve "a more pronounced kick." Then they should use a slow-release product in the early winter to maintain growth.

Skorulski recommends controlled-release fertilizer. "I feel safer with controlled-released nitrogen sources, especially those that are not completely temperature dependent," he says.

In the South, USGA agronomist Todd Lowe, who covers Florida, says many courses bulk-fertilize tees and fairways. Continued on page 55.
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Timings are at rate of 1 pound to 1.5 pounds of nitrogen using mostly slow-release products. But Lowe suggests not to forget potassium. “It's important to apply a similar ratio of potassium to nitrogen because it improves winter hardiness and aids in fighting winter diseases.”

As in other regions, the basic principle in Florida is not to apply much nitrogen in the late fall, Lowe notes.

“Varying temperatures in the fall create a roller-coaster-like effect with flush growth on putting surfaces,” he says. “Excessive nitrogen creates succulent growth, which encourages diseases like brown patch. It also stimulates shoot growth at the expense of root growth.”

Strong root growth is important during fall months so turf can store carbohydrates for spring shoot emergence, Lowe says. “Superintendents should focus more on iron and manganese for color instead of nitrogen at this time of year,” he adds.

If superintendents don’t wait to fertilize until top growth has ceased, they could be getting themselves in trouble, Nelson says.

“If you fertilize too early than if you fertilize too late,” Bonar stresses. “There’s going to be a variance in the weather from year to year that makes it difficult to decide when that final fertilizer application should go on,” he says.

But Bonar and his crew have also fertilized too early. Last year, remembering they applied fertilizer earlier than usual, the weather warmed up, and the grass began to grow. “It’s usually more trouble if you fertilize too early than if you fertilize too late,” Bonar stresses.

In the South, Lowe says many courses overseed bermudagrass during winter months, and it's important not to stimulate bermudagrass growth as the overseeding establishes.

“In fact, some courses apply plant growth regulators during this time to decrease bermudagrass growth and improve overseeding establishment,” he says. “Once the seedlings have established, fertility should be provided to the overseeding as needed to maintain good color.”

Skorulski does not recommend late-year fertilization on greens where insulating covers are used for freeze injury protection. “A release of nitrogen under the covers is certainly not helpful,” he adds.

In reference to timing, a question keeps resurfacing, especially in the cold weather states: What time constitutes late-year?

“That’s the part that’s getting redefined,” Brame says. “At one time, you used to think Thanksgiving was late. But now it’s not uncommon to see guys still mowing greens in early December.”

Do you chalk it up to global warming? Brame isn’t sure, but he knows one thing. “There’s going to be a variance in the weather from year to year that makes it difficult to decide when that final fertilizer application should go on,” he says.

But Brame stresses that superintendents can better gauge the final application by using readily-available fertilizer because of its quick response. From early to mid fall, turf experiences a distinct increase in growth from application to application, but that will stop as the soil temperature cools.

“Eventually, there’s going to come a point in late fall where you’ll make an application, and there won’t be any growth response,” Brame says. “It’s to the point where soil temperatures have stopped growth. Then you should wait a few days and come back with a slow-release application. If it’s November when that happens, that’s fine. If it’s mid December, then that’s the way it went that particular year. You never know how one year is going to go from the last.”

Too many superintendents rely strictly on the calendar for their fertilization cycles, which is not a good strategy, Brame says.

No matter where you are tending turf, another vital component to successful late-year fertilization is consistency, says Brame, a former superintendent. Brame admits he never approached late-year fertilization with any consistency in his 17 years. He listened to what his peers said about certain philosophies and technologies and tried some of them.

“I see a lot of superintendents today in the same boat I was,” Brame says. “As a result, many of them don’t have a consistent philosophy from year to year.”

You can contact Aylward, the author of this story, at laylward@advanstar.com.
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Hardwire Controllers
Any Hardwire [hydraulic, electromechanical or electronic] satellite

REWARD: $200*

Radio, including paging technology
Radio Controlled Satellites including those using paging technology

REWARD: $300*

Central including electromechanical
Central software & equipment [including electromechanical & hydraulic centrals]

REWARD: $2,500*

DEAD OR ALIVE

Your old irrigation controllers are WANTED. Hardwire, Radio or Hydraulic controllers, still WANTED. Electromechanical, Hydraulic or PC-based Centrals, also WANTED.

Your REWARD is a healthy credit towards a new state of the art Signature Control Systems control system! You've heard about it, now it could be yours.

You could receive approx. $10,000 REWARD**, not to mention other EARLY-BIRD incentives you may be REWARDED with.

And if you turn the gear in by sunset, you would also qualify for an exclusive 5-year plan, assuring you of the best technical support as well as the latest updates FREE. And with the Financing Program the Sheriff is offering, the REWARD can really kick up some dust!

REWARD: $10,000**

towards the purchase of a new Signature System!

*Program expires 12/31/02. Credit on approved product trade-in, applied toward SCS purchase. **Potential credit applied to purchase of a new SCS System. Qualification necessary.

The REWARD system works quite easily:

- Any Hardwire [hydraulic, electromechanical or electronic] satellite = $200 credit each*
- Radio Controlled Satellites = $300 credit each*
- Central software & equipment [including electromechanical & hydraulic centrals] = $2,500 credit each*

Call Us Today to Join the Posse!
Toll Free 866-474-4628 or info@scsmail.com
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 Seeder
The new BlueBird S22 Seeder distributes seed over 22 inches of turf, a 20-percent increase over the previous model. To maintain consistent depth control while overseeding, the S22 has seven preset height adjustments.

The S22 also comes with an ergonomically designed padded handle that adjusts to three positions for user comfort and a fourth folded position for transporting. The S22 is easy to operate with a seed hopper that fits snugly on the rear of the deck. Having the seed hopper at the rear of the unit makes it easier to maneuver and ensures that the grass seed is not damaged during overseeding. The easy-to-fill hopper, with 30 pounds-plus capacity, allows the user to cover large areas between refills.

For more information, contact 800-808-BIRD, www.bluebirdintl.com or CIRCLE NO. 200

Outdoor catalog
The Ben Meadows Co. Fall 2002 Catalog features 772 pages of outdoor equipment you can use to make your job easier. The latest edition features 1,000 new products.

For more information, contact 800-241-6401, www.benmeadows.com or CIRCLE NO. 203

Green covers
Boom Environmental Products offers lightweight custom-made golf green covers that are easy to use and economical. The covers offer protections from ice, snow and thaw; ultraviolet light; mildew and rot; and the wind.

For more information, contact 508-697-2400, www.boomenviro.com or CIRCLE NO. 204

Specialized tractor
Redexim Charterhouse is marketing the TRX 8400 tractor for a variety of tasks. The TRX 8400, manufactured by Antonio Carraro, is a 74-horsepower unit that weighs 4,200 pounds. It features an array of ergonomic and operational functions to add simplicity, comfort and increased return on investment for turf maintenance work.

The specialized tractor can be equipped with high flotation tires to reduce ground pressure to 6 pounds-per-square inch and protect turf from damage. It can also be fitted with a Trimax mower deck.

For more information, contact 800-597-5664 or CIRCLE NO. 205

A Turf drainage system
Designed for use on virtually all golf courses, the patented WaterWick gravel injection system improves drainage without disturbing the soil surface. It can be used on greens, fairways, tees and approaches. The system incorporates multiple vibratory plow blades that gently slice into the turf. As the turf is drawn apart, a gravel vein is injected into the opening to create a permanent underground aqueduct that carries away excess water.

For more information, contact 888-287-1644, www.waterwick.com or CIRCLE NO. 206

Irrigation financing program
Rain Bird offers its Financial Solutions program, a financing program that offers its customers flexible payment options and terms. From product upgrades to complete renovations, Rain Bird Financial Solutions customizes its financing packages to meet the varying needs of golf courses across the country. Rain Bird has partnered with an irrigation industry lender, Bankgroup Financial Services, to offer the services.

For more information, contact 800-724-6247, www.rainbird.com or CIRCLE NO. 201

Nozzles
Full Coverage Irrigation has expanded its line of high uniformity nozzles to include two nozzle sets to retrofit the Toro Model 750 sprinkler. The Toro 750 nozzles are designed as replacements for the factory No. 56 (Red) and No. 57 (Gray) sizes. The FCI nozzles optimize coverage and minimize wet and dry spot development.

Full Coverage Irrigation has also expanded its line of high uniformity brass and stainless-steel sprinkler nozzles to include retrofits for the Rain Bird Model 700 Eagle sprinklers. The FCI #32 (Blue) and #36 (Yellow) closely match flow and radius of the factory nozzle sets. Other sizes and low trajectory models for windy sites are under development with availability scheduled in early 2003.

For more information, contact 877-658-3072, www.fcinozzles.com or CIRCLE NO. 202
Irrigation controller

Digi's LEIT XRC is an ambient light-powered water-management irrigation controller with radio remote control capability. The XRC uses innovative technology to allow long-distance radio control. The XRC, with its radio control capability, can be used from remote locations to a distance of up to 5,000 feet.
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